Party of Afghanistan (PDPA), triggered the Afghanistan civil war. However, the war exacerbated when external actors-the Soviet, the United States, and Muslim communities-joined the war. When external players left Afghanistan in 1989, the civil war became an internal conflict again. From 1989 to 2001 in the second phase, the civil war started with internal conflicts based on ethnic differences. However, the war was exacerbated by "bad neighbors" who supported different ethnic groups that are related to their own ethnic representations. The civil war ended with the U.S. intervention that eventually removed the Talban and "bad neighbors" from power in 2001. However, the peace-making process has not been very successful because ethnic divisions still create internal conflicts while the U.S. exacerbates these conflicts by favoring certain groups over others. In a concluding remark, alternatives to end the vicious cycle in Afghanistan today will be suggested.
Cold War from 1978 to 1989
Since the end of World War II in 1945, Afghanistan monarchy carried out rapid modernization. Many countries around the world contributed massive amounts of foreign aid to Afghanistan, so that the country can become a buffer zone between the Soviet and the U.S.-controlled Pakistan. By the 1970s, more than twenty nations operated bilateral aid including the U.S, all Western European countries, most of Eastern European communists, and wealthy Muslim nations. 2 The King Zahir and the Prime Minister
Daoud utilized the capital to reform the country by paving roads, establishing air 2 Nancy Peabody Newell and Richard S. Newell, The Struggle for Afghanistan (London: Cornell University Press, 1981), 41.
Furthermore, massive migrants moved from the countryside to cities and started to put pressure on the job market with increased competition. These problems exacerbated when
Western aid fell dramatically after the Afghanistan monarchy failed to repay its debt to foreign donors. 6 The Afghanistan civil war in 1978 started out as a conflict between two internal factions. Specifically, the elites against the communists who mobilized popular support based on the marginalized population. The communists, the PDPA, earned wide support because the economic disparity was large between ordinary citizens and elites. According to the "greed theory" interpreted by famous economist Herschel Grossman, revolutions occur to "permanently change distribution of income through either an alteration of existing property rights or the replacement of the ruling elites." 7 In Afghanistan, greed of ruling elites was a motivation for communist rebels to replace existing institutions. In the midst of the economic crises and social instability of the 60s and 70s, opportunities were skewed toward ruling elites. Mostly those who found jobs were from elite networks communism. Moreover, the region that was at stake of a spill-over was a geostrategically important location, the Persian Gulf, which was critical for America's oil consumption. 26 Consequently, under the Carter and Reagan administrations, the U.S.
provided a total of $2.15 billion worth of aid to Afghanistan's rebel groups.
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Furthermore, the U.S.'s channelling of weapons, such as American Stinger anti-aircraft (AA) missile that helped rebels to fight the Soviet's aircraft, is sometimes considered a significant factor that led to the defeat of Soviet troops. coordination amongst each other. American journalist, George Crile, described in 1991
that "each year it seemed that Najibullah only grew stronger and the mujahedeen only more divided, less attractive, and even maybe dangerous." 39 However, the collapse of the Soviet Union in late 1991 played a critical role in changing the course of the warfare.
Already in a deteriorated economy, Najibullah's government faced serious financial restraints after the Soviet aid was stopped. Consequently, the government was unable to fuel many of its aircrafts and military supply ran dry. 40 The problem exacerbated when
Najibullah dismissed a few of his military commanders whom he distrusted due to ethnic differences. Those discriminated commanders with the Tajik and the Uzbek background ended up joining rebels, which significantly shifted the balance of power against the government. 41 Eventually on April 1992, Najibullah was removed from power.
Internal conflicts continued because of the 'peace spoiler' that ruined the peacemaking process. An American professor, Andrew Reiter, uses the term 'peace-spoiler' to describe "the use of violence or threats of violence in an overt attempt to derail or obstruct a signed civil war peace agreement, or to modify its provisions or implementations." 42 In the case of Afghanistan, peace-making attempts by mujahedeen rebels were undermined by the "peace spoiler", Hekmatyar. Hekmatyar, who was the leader of the largest rebel group (the Pashtun), discredited the Peshawar Accord that proposed power-sharing amongst mujahedeen rebel groups. He wanted to spoil the peace and to destroy enemies so that he could declare himself the sole leader of the country. Pakistan. 53 The students who were trained in these religious schools became later known as the Taliban. Pakistan government encouraged many Afghan refugees to join these religious schools by providing free rooms for students and a monthly salary that could support their family. 54 Consequently, the number of Taliban recruits grew exponentially. Bush famously declared, "Either you are with us or you are with the terrorist." 61 The dichotomy made the Taliban equal to terrorists and the enemy of the U.S. Two weeks after 9/11, the CIA sent specialist to train the Northern Alliance so that the Northern Alliance could wage an effective war on the ground. 62 Meanwhile, the U.S. Air Force began heavy bombardment everywhere they spotted the Taliban. Although the Taliban hid under tunnels and caves, the U.S. "bunker buster" would cremate them alive. 63 Those few Taliban who managed to escape to the mountains of the North were slaughtered by the Northern Alliance. 64 Within two months after U.S. intervention, the Taliban regime was driven out of power. It put an end to a decade-long conflict that started with ethnic differences; initially, internal ethnic divisions were later mirrored by external ethnic divisions; therefore, external actors were prompt to meddle in Afghanistan's affairs.
Peacebuilding after the War since 2001
The peace-making process heightened political conflicts in Afghanistan because it could not resolve problems related to ethnic divisions. The Bonn Agreement took place on December 5, 2001 led by the U.S., NATO, and warlords of the Northern Alliance.
They re-constructed Afghanistan's institutions based on the Western legal system, implementing in the Constitution, the Supreme Court and economy. 65 However, the Bonn 
